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Law Enforcement Professional,  

 

The Institute for Law Enforcement Education (ILEE) invites you to a Tactical Communications: The Art of De-

Escalation Zoom Seminar 

 

When: See below for dates of multiple one-day sessions 

 

Where: Remotely through ZOOM 

 

Course Number: PA-623 – Tactical Communications: The Art of De-Escalation ZOOM Seminar  

Length: 7.5 Hours (One-Day) 

 

Seminar Description: Law enforcement officers, probation officers, and treatment professionals are frequently 

tasked with dealing with a variety of differing personalities when encountering the public. Some of these 

encounters can be characterized as negative in nature. Most violent encounters begin with a breakdown in the 

communication process between the law enforcement or treatment professional and the individual they have 

encountered. Many times, these incidents begin with non-verbal cues indicating an attack is about to occur. What 

is said and done during these critical moments can many times determine whether the outcome is a positive one or 

the situation erodes into a physical encounter and, quite possibly, a civil liability concern. 

This course delves into the communication model, taking a detailed look at what communication is while 

examining each step in the process. We look at verbal skills, non-verbal behaviors, and effective intervention 

techniques that are instrumental in defusing conflict situations. In addition, we identify and discuss pre-attack 

indicators that enable law enforcement and treatment professionals to recognize when a conflict is about to 

escalate into a use of force situation. This will allow the individual professional to acquire necessary information 

from individuals while ending the encounter on a positive note, thereby minimizing the danger posed by 

uncooperative or hostile citizens. The topics covered also enable the individual to deal with conflict involving 

fellow employees and superiors more effectively, creating a healthier work environment. 

 

Specific topics covered include effective methods of communication, barriers to communication, non-verbal 

communication, de-escalation techniques and pre-attack indicators. The course is designed to cover each of the 

topics mentioned while also delving into other areas such as proxemics and kinesics and how each is involved in 

defusing escalating situations. In addition, we discuss conflict resolution as it applies to interactions involving 

verbal abuse, and touch on characteristics exhibited by suicidal or mentally disturbed individuals as well as 

subjects exhibiting signs of excited delirium. These tactical communications and de-escalation techniques are 

being presented to enable departments and individuals to learn skills designed to prevent potential conflicts from 

spiraling out of control, stressing that a positive outcome is the desired goal of each citizen interaction. 

When trained in communications and de-escalation techniques, the environment that we work in improves and the 

threat of conflict, violence, and civil litigation is greatly reduced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Registration in advance is required for this on-line instructor-led seminar: 

 

Dates: Each one-day session runs from 8:00 AM to 3:30 PM Eastern Time. Please only register for one session. 

 

1 ) Friday, October 9, 2020   

     Register at: https://cciu.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJMvcuqprDMqGNJRHTTnhfNALr3eZnO4tXu1  

 

2) Monday, November 9, 2020 

     Register at: https://cciu.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJckce6uqzIsG9F3JFFqEiLLN8_758G1XcOt  

 

3)  Wednesday, November 18, 2020 

      Register at: https://cciu.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJwtcuGoqTksE9YuDlbRyhzacBlupwvQ5ua9   

 

Chrome is the preferred browser for registration purposes. Please copy the link into your browser should you 

not be directed to the registration page.   

 

Video and audio capabilities are required to attend the seminar. It is recommended that each registrant log in 

for this seminar. In the event multiple people are using the same webcam, we will conduct a role call during the 

session. For security and administrative reasons, the class is set up so that you will be let into the meeting from a 

waiting room. The meeting co-host will be checking your name against the registration roster. To verify 

attendance during the class, we MUST see a face on the screen to confirm attendance. If we do not see a face, we 

are not permitted to issue a certificate. We apologize, but this is the only way for us to meet our administrative 

requirements for conducting on-line training. Please contact Tom Piatek at tpiatek@pa.gov or Greg Buchkoski at 

gbuchkoski@pa.gov should you have any questions regarding this. Thank you! 

 

After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the seminar 

on the day of.  
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